Abstract-This paper describes work in progress to extend component models to support Master-Worker applications and to let them to be executed on Grid infrastructures. The proposed approach is generic enough to be applied to existing component models such as the OMG CORBA and the ObjectWeb FRACTAL component models. One objective of our research is to relieve Grid application designers of managing low level programming and implementation aspects. With the proposed approach, a designer has only to cope with the description of an abstract view of the application architecture in which he has to specify what the master and the workers have to do while leaving the system environment to manage the low level aspects such as communication between the master and the workers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Grid vision introduced at the end of the nineties has now become a reality with the availability of quite a few Grid infrastructures. Although most of the research and development efforts have been spent in the design of Grid middleware systems, the question of how to program such large scale computing infrastructures remains open. Programming such computing infrastructures is quite complex considering their parallel and distributed nature. The programmer vision of a Grid infrastructure is often determined by its programming model. The level of abstraction that is proposed today is rather low, giving the vision either of a parallel machine, with a message-passing layer such as MPI, or a distributed system with a set of services, such as Web Services, to be orchestrated. Both of these two approaches offer a very low level programming abstraction and are not really adequate, limiting the spectrum of applications that could take benefit from Grid infrastructures. Of course such approaches may be sufficient for simple applications but a Grid infrastructure has to be generic enough to be able to handle both simple and complex applications. To overcome this situation, it is required to propose high level abstractions to ease the programming of Grid infrastructures.
Several research groups are already investigating how to design or adapt programming models that provide a higher level of abstraction. Among these models, component-oriented programming models are a good candidate to deal with the complexity of programming Grid infrastructures. A Grid application can be seen as a collection of components interconnected in a certain way that must be deployed on available computing resources managed by the Grid infrastructure. Components can be reused for new Grid applications, reducing the time to build new applications. However, component models are usually unable to cope with the requirements of scientific applications that have to be executed using a Grid infrastructure. This is especially true when trying to combine parallel programming paradigms with component programming. Previous efforts [1] have been made to extend component models to be able to encapsulate a SPMD code into a collection of components and to let several collections to be composed like ordinary components. Such an extension has been proved valuable for scientific applications that require the coupling of several simulation codes (multi-physics applications).
In this paper, we propose to handle the Master-Worker parallel programming paradigm into component models. This paradigm is very relevant to parametric applications where several instances of the same code have to be executed simultaneously with different parameter values. This kind of application is suitable for computational Grid infrastructures since they are embarrassingly parallel. This can be shown by numerous research activities dealing with the design of Master-Worker software Grid-enabled environments such as for Global Computing systems (SETI@Home [2] , Javelin [3] , XtremWeb [4] , BOINC [5] ) or for Network Enabled Server environments (DIET [6] , NetSolve [7] , Ninf-G [8] , Nimrod/G [9] ). Most of these Grid-enabled environments only focus on supporting the execution of Master-Worker applications by providing the master-worker paradigm. Some of them provide another paradigm, like task farming for Ning-G, but they remain very specialized environments.
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Section II gives an overview of existing component models and how they cope with the Master-Worker programming paradigm as well as their shortcomings. Section III presents our approach to better support the Master-Worker programming paradigm using a higher level of abstraction. Section IV explains how our approach can be applied to existing component models such as OMG's CCM and ObjectWebs's FRACTAL. This is further illustrated in section V by taking an example of application scenario involving a Master-Worker pattern. Finally, we present some concluding remarks in section VI.
is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties. Let us review the different elements of this definition:
1) Composition: a component is able to be composed with other components by a third party. This composition is possible thanks to well-defined interfaces that allow components to interact. Some contracts are attached to these interfaces and must be accepted. They allow specifications of constraints related to interaction such as security.
2) Ports: to be able to interact with other components, a component defines external interfaces named ports. A port is a programming artefact to which an interface can be attached. It can be categorized in two types: a client or server port. The interaction between two components is then performed by connecting a client port of a component to a server port of another component with compatible type.
3) Separation of concerns: component models aim to separate functional and non functional concerns. The goal is to not burden component implementor with non functional features like security. Such features are activated during the configuration phase and are generally provided by the framework in which the component are executed.
4) Assembly: the assembly phase generates a specification of component instances and their interconnections. Component assemblies can be described using an Architecture Description Language (ADL), like for example in CCM [13] or in FRACTAL [14] . Another approach consists in using run-time composition, like for example in CCA [15] .
5) Deployment: a component is a binary unit of deployment. It contains -or references -an implementation (binary code) and the constraints associated to it, like operating system, processor and amount of memory requirements. It may also contain several implementations and so, alternative requirements. These properties help a deployment tool to decide the resources an instance of the component may be installed on.
B. Overview of CCM and Fractal component models 1) CCM (CORBA Component Model)
: the CORBA Component Model [13] is part of the latest CORBA [16] (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) specifications (version 3). The CCM specifications allow the deployment of components into a distributed environment on different heterogeneous servers.
A CORBA component, as represented in Figure 1 , can define five kinds of ports. Facets ("provides" ports) and receptacles ("uses" ports) allow a synchronous communication model based on the remote method invocation paradigm. An asynchronous communication model based on the transfer of data is implemented by the event sources and event sinks ports. Attributes are values exposed through accessor (read) and mutator (write) operations. Attributes are primarily intended to be used for component configuration. CCM offers a complete model to develop a component based application: (1) a design model to describe components and their ports using the CORBA 3 version of the OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL), which extends the OMG IDL of the version 2 of CORBA; (2) an assembly model to describe an application architecture thanks to an Architecture Description Language; (3) a packaging and deployment model to deploy an application from an assembly description. It is worthwhile to remark that this description is just the initial state of the application. The deployment model of CCM is fully dynamic: the architecture of an application may be changed by modifying its connections and/or by adding/removing components; (4) an execution model to offer a set of standard services to a component, such as security, events, and persistence; and (5) a component's life cycle management model to create, find or remove component instances through the use of entities named homes. Point (4) enables the same component to be hosted by different framework implementations.
2) Fractal: The FRACTAL component model [17] is developed by the ObjectWeb [18] consortium. It is a hierarchical component model which defines "primitive" and "composite" components. A composite component, as described in Figure 2 , may contain several (sub-)components that form its content. FRACTAL defines also "controllers" to manage the life cycle of a component content: managing connections between subcomponents or adding/removing dynamically new components, etc. A composite component can introduce interceptors (a kind of controllers) to enable redirection of extern requests to its sub-components. Usually, controllers are implemented as objects.
Unlike CCM, FRACTAL does not specify any IDL language. The design model is part of the assembly model: the ADL provided by FRACTAL allows then to specify both components and their composition in a same phase. 
C. Composing a Master-Worker application in component models
This paper focuses on the specification of a Master-Worker application designed to be executed on a Grid environment. Such an application follows a Client-Server design pattern which can be a part of a complex component based application. A first goal is to be able to develop Master and Worker components independently from the execution environment in which they will be deployed. A Master defines a client port to send its requests to a Worker component that provides this port. As in existing Master-Worker environments, delivering a request to a Worker component should be transparent for the components implementor. The only constraint which can be imposed to a Master implementor, is the use of APIs allowing simultaneous request invocations. An implementor is at least aware of requests dependencies to allow the independent ones to be executed in parallel.
Let examine relevant points related to the description of a Master-Worker application with existing component models:
1) The benefit of an ADL description: assembling a MasterWorker application at run-time, like in CCA, results in explicitly encoding many issues inside a program like the deployment and the configuration of component instances, as well as the management of the application architecture. Therefore, the level of separation of concerns is quite low.
Using an ADL description enables these concerns to be separated. Hence, modifications to the application architecture or code reuse are eased. Moreover, even thought it is the initial application state that is described in ADL, it may change during the execution. That is why, this section goes on with components models which provides an ADL language.
2) Component compositions: There are two main possibilities to encode a Master-Worker application into a flat model like CCM. The first alternative consists in composing a Master component M with only one Worker component W 1 ( Figure 3.(A) ). At execution time, W 1 may treat incoming requests either sequentially or in parallel -a CCM component may be multithreaded. Hence, a multithread component may create a thread for each request. This approach appears well suited for SMP machines. However, there is no mechanism to control the number of working threads associated to a component.
The second alternative is to specify several Worker instances, all of them connected to M (Figure 3.(B) ). The code of the Master should be modified as its client port becomes a "multiple" port: as the multiple instances of Worker to which the Master is connected are visible, the Master has the burden to implement its scheduling strategy.
A solution is to delegate to a component (or a set of components) the task of delivering the request from the Master to a Worker. Hence, the request strategy is separated from the master and the Worker components. We may then envision the use of classical Master-Worker environment to deal with request delivery policy. With existing ADLs, this work is to be done by the application designer at a phase the execution environment, i.e. the the available resources of the Grid, is not known.
3) Number of worker component instances: there is a dependency between the number of Worker components and a deployment environment. In fact, a Master-Worker application in general does not constrain the number of workers to be statically fixed as usually performed in an ADL description.
Moreover, workers are components which may be added and removed at run-time. Such a behavior is suitable to adapt the number of Workers to the execution requirements. Thus, it appears suitable to be able to associate this dynamic behavior to Worker components in an ADL description. Supported architecture modifications are then visible, for example to adaptability policies.
4) Request delivery policy:
another alternative to externalize the requests transport management from the Master code is to use interceptor. As described in Figure 3 .(C), Worker components are embedded into a composite component. A request delivery policy may be implemented inside an interceptor.
However, the use of an interceptor (i.e. an object) may become a bottleneck in a distributed and heterogeneous environment as it has to schedule all incoming requests. Hence, it represents a non scalable scheduling policy.
It seems more suitable to be able to use scalable and efficient request delivery policies, as the one developed within dedicated Master-Worker environments like SETI@Home, Javelin, XtremWeb, BOINC, or in NES like NetSolve, DIET, etc.
D. Related works
To our knowledge, there is not any specification model for Master-Worker applications in existing component models. However, since the expressed relation between a Master and Workers follows the one-to-many connection mode, the use of "objects groups" in the world of distributed objects like Fractal/ProActive [19] or OGS [20] , is the closest manner to develop a Master-Worker application.
Fractal/ProActive has a group communication system [19] which allows point-to-point and one-to-many communications (broadcast, scatter and gather operations). It is used for replication, fault tolerance and data distribution for task-parallel applications. For a Master-Worker application however, the transport of a request from a Master to one Worker inside a group is not directly supported by available communication modes. To allow that, a programmer should manage the group in the Master code to adapt the number of the Master requests to the group size. Therefore, a transparent access to the Workers is lost.
In the OGS [20] (Object Group Service of CORBA), the principal interaction mode is based on transmitting a same method invocation on a group to each of the members. It is also used for replication, fault tolerance and data distribution for parallel applications [21] . The OGS for CORBA is implemented either by using an existent group communication system and modifying the transport service [22] of the ORB (Object Request Broker), by introducing interceptors [23] , or by introducing CORBA compliant services from scratch [24] . These solutions are at a low programming level and implementation speci c.
III. A MODEL FOR SOFTWARE COMPONENT BASED MASTER-WORKER APPLICATIONS

A. Overview of the proposed Model
This paper aims at extending software component models to increase the abstraction level for Master-Worker applications. The proposal is to allow a designer to only specify a set of Worker instances to which a Master component is connected. The number of workers is no longer a preoccupation of the designer. Similarly, requests transport concerns are handled separately while advanced transport policies are possible. Figure 4 presents an overview of the different elements of the proposal. First, the application designer gives an "abstract architecture description" in which he/she speci es a "collection" of Worker components. Independently, request transport "patterns" are de ned by some experts. They represent request delivery policies that may be used between Master and Worker components. They should be based on software components, even though existing Master-Worker environments such as DIET may be used.
Once the deployment environment is known, an initial number of worker components can be xed and a suitable requests transport policy can be chosen. From these choices, the abstract architecture description is converted into a concrete ADL description during a "transformation" process. In the example of Figure 4 , the selected pattern is a hierarchical Random scheduling policy implemented by a tree. The concrete ADL is a standard ADL, typically the ADL of the component model.
The remaining of this section introduces in more details the concepts and steps of the model using a generic description and a generic ADL. The projections to two speci c component models, CCM and Fractal, are introduced in Section IV.
B. A collection definition
The central piece of the model is the notion of collection. A collection is a set of "exposed" ports. Up to Section III-E, we assume they are restricted to a server port. These ports are de ned by components which belong to the collection. An example of an XML collection de nition and a graphical representation are shown in Figure 5 .
A collection is an abstract concept that does not de ne the number of elements. It is used to group (independent) component instances, any of them providing the same role with 
C. An abstract ADL description
We de ne an abstract ADL description as an assembly speci cation which composes both component instances and abstract elements such as collections. The ADL used in an abstract description could be an extension of an existing ADL. This ADL is said abstract because it is not a complete architecture description: the number of Worker instances as well as the request delivery mechanism are missing.
With respect to a Master-Worker application, a designer similarly handles both components and collections. He/She denes component and collection instances and composes them together by connecting compatible ports. Figure 6 shows the abstract ADL of the Master-Worker application corresponding to the graphical representation shown in Figure 4 .
<componentType id="Worker"> <serverInterface id="i1" type="Computation"/> </componentType> <collectionDefinition id="Workers"> <exposedInterface id="I1" type="Computation"/> <element type="Worker"/> <binding> <externInterface interfaceRef="I1"/> <internInterface type="Worker" interface="i1"/> <binding> </collectionDefinition> <componentType id="Master"> <clientInterface id="IC" type="Computation"/> </componenttype> <collectionType id="Workers"> <exposedInterface id="I1" type="Computation"/> </componentType> <componentInstance id="M" type="Master" /> <collectionInstance id="W" type="Workers"/> <connection> <clientInterface componentInstance="M" interfaceInstance="IC"/> <serverInterface collectionInstance="W" interfaceInstance="I1"/> </connection> As it can be noted, the composition of an application barely changes. Moreover, the number of Worker instances and the request transport mechanism between the Master instance M and the collection W are not speci ed at this stage.
D. Transformation patterns
An abstract ADL description needs to be transformed into a concrete ADL to obtain an actual deployable application. For that, an initial number of workers inside a collection has to be xed. This number can be speci ed in a static way. In more advanced case, it can be done by requesting, for instance, "as much workers as actual available resources". Of course, this number may vary during runtime. The concrete ADL contains also a set of components that implements a selected request delivery policy. As an ef cient policy selection depends on the actual resources as well as the actual number of workers, it should be selected at deployment time. The set of selectable policies may be constrained by specifying acceptable ones.
A request delivery policy is associated to a pattern. A pattern is composed of interconnected components that implements a request transport policy. Figure 7 presents some examples of patterns: a simple Round-Robin pattern, the centralized scheduler used by NetSolve, and the hierarchical architecture used by DIET. A pattern may depend on parameters related to the environment. For example, it may depends on the actual number of workers. A simple usage is to con gure the Round-Robin or NetSolve pattern (Figure 7) . A more complex usage is represented by patterns like the hierarchical DIET pattern (Figure 7 ) in which the number of workers determines the number of intermediate components (Figure 4) .
Once a request policy is selected, the concrete architecture of the Master-Worker application exposed in Figure 4 can be derived. It is performed during a "transformation" process. This process consists in replacing a collection instance definition of an abstract ADL description by: (1) the Worker instances for which the initial number is now known, (2) an instance of the selected pattern, and, (3) connections between Worker instances and the pattern, and between the pattern and the Master component. This last step is done with respect to the pattern composition rules.
The actual pattern is concealed in its associated transformation. A transformation is seen as a program which transforms an abstract ADL to a concrete ADL one for a speci c pattern. It can be written in any languages like C/C++, JAVA, Python, XSLT, etc. Hence, it is out the scope of the model to describe patterns. It heavily depends on the deployment tool. Section IV shows an example based on XSLT.
E. Generalizing collection usage
Up to now, only server ports were assumed to be exposed by a collection. It was mainly motivated by the targeted MasterWorker applications. While allowing client ports to be exposed by a collection, two other scenarios are possible. They are also supported by the model. Let review the the three possible composition scenarios, which are illustrated in Figure 8 . The rst case is a Master-Worker application, made of a collection providing a server port. This case has been already tackled by this paper. In the second case, the collection exports a client port, which is connected to a server port of a standard component. It is a classical Client-Server pattern which does not require any special request delivery policy: all components of the collection may be directly connected to the standard component C. The third case considers the connection of two collections, Y providing a client port, and, Z providing a server port. It can be seen as n independent masters accessing a shared set of workers. Advanced request delivery policies are needed to guarantee an ef cient handling of Master requests.
IV. PROJECTING THE PROPOSED MODEL ON EXISTING COMPONENT MODELS
We have so far presented an extension of component models for abstracting the level of description of Master-Worker applications. This section introduces its application to the Corba Component Model and to FRACTAL.
A. CCM
1) Extended IDL3:
we extend the IDL3 language with the collection keyword to enable a collection to be described. A collection may contain the description of one or several CCM ports, like facets, receptacles, event sources and sinks. Figure 9 presents the extended IDL3 de nition corresponding to the example of Section III-B.
The extended IDL3 allows only an abstract collection type to be de ned. We need another language to describe the content of a collection, i.e. the component type(s) that a <collection type="Workers"> <componentfiles> <componentfile id="Worker"> <fileinarchive name="def.csd"/> </componentfile> </componentfiles> <bindings> <binding> <providescollectionport>I1 </providescollectionport> <provideselementports> <providesport> <providesporti>i1</providesport> <componentref idref="Worker/> </providesport> </provideselementports> </binding> </bindings> </collection> particular collection implementation contains as well as the connection of the ports of the collection with the ports of its internal component(s). We introduce a new language, called Collection Description Language (CDL), which is an XML vocabulary inspired from the CCM Component Assembly Language (CAD). An example of a CDL description for the Workers collection is presented in Figure 10 . The description contains two parts. First, references to some component types are de ned. Second, the (logical) connection between the collection ports and the internal component ports are de ned.
2) An abstract CCM assembly language: the CCM Component Assembly Description (CAD) needs to be extended to allow the connection between collections and components or collections. With respect to Section III-C, the result is an abstract CAD. Figure 11 presents the major elements that are inserted in the CCM CAD. XML elements related to transformations are also added. They can be optionally used to specify or restrict the choice of a request delivery pattern.
<definition name="Worker"> <interface name="I1" role="server" signature="Computation" /> </definition> <definition name="Worker_impl" extends="Worker"> <content class="WorkerImpl"/> </definition> <!-A pattern/transformation -> <definitionPattern name="RoundRobin"> <transformation type="xsl" source="RoundRobinFractal.xsl"/> </definitionPattern> <!-A collection definition -> <definition name="Workers_impl" extends="Worker"> <component name="w" definition="Worker_impl"/> <binding external="this.I1" internal="w.I1"/> <pattern interface="this.I1" transformation="RoundRobin"/> </definition> If required to keep the compatibility with CCM, all these tags can be added in the extension tag of CCM documents.
3) A pattern and a transformation: to validate our proposition, we have implemented an XSLT transformation program. Its inputs are an abstract CAD file, the name of the collection instance to apply the transformation on, and the number of Worker instances. The transformation program then generates the adequate number of Worker instances, inserts a scheduler component between the master and the Workers, and generates all the connections. In our example, the scheduler component implements a Round-Robin policy (Figure 7) . If there are several collections, the transformation program has to be invoked once per collection. Eventually, the document is a standard CAD.
The XSLT transformation, the Round-Robin component, and simple Master and Worker components have been implemented to validate the feasibility of the proposed approach.
B. FRACTAL
It is possible to use a similar approach than the one defined for CCM to implement the collection concept in FRACTAL, but by only using primitive components. However, it appears more interesting to take advantage of the hierarchic characteristic of the FRACTAL model. Hence, a collection can be implemented as a specialized composite: it is a sub-type of component.
1) An abstract ADL language: FRACTAL does not offer an IDL language to specify component types. Component types are directly defined in the ADL description. Therefore, we need to extend the definition tag to allow the description of a collection as represented in Figure 12 . In the case of a collection, the definition tag contains a list of internal components (tag component), a list of the bindings of the internal components with some ports of the collection, and optionally the pattern(s) that may be applied to each port of the collection. As for CCM, the resulting ADL is abstract.
2) Pattern and transformation: the transformation phase aims at generating a concrete ADL. In the case of FRACTAL, we need to generate a classical FRACTAL ADL from the extended ADL presented hereinbefore. This may be achieved in a similar way as for CCM by applying an XSLT transformation.
A FRACTAL collection is a special kind of composite that contains not only the computing component instances but also the components implementing the request delivery policy. In order to group together those components, it appears adequate to put them into a composite. For example, Figure 13 presents a graphical description of a pattern: the external composite represents the collection while the internal composite embeds all component related to the request delivery policy. The Random pattern scheduler is implemented with one component.
3) Discussion: the composite feature of FRACTAL enables a definition of collections as a sub-type of component, a welldefined point to which attach adaptability features, and an encapsulation of components involved in request delivery policy. In a flat architecture, structural information, like components involved into a collection or to the request delivery policy has to be manually maintained while it is part of the application architecture description in a hierarchic model.
V. USE CASES IN CCM
This section briefly describes two examples of application scenarios involving a Master-Worker pattern. While the classical example is a Master connected to a collection of workers, a more complex pattern is presented.
Let consider an optimization application which requires the optimization of two interdependent sub-problems. Figure 14 sketches the algorithm of the main loop. A possible implementation of such an application is a Master component, connected to two collection, that alternatively solves one problem after the other as represented in Figure 15 .
Another solution is to transform the algorithm in a hierarchical one. It leads to the architecture displayed in Figure 16 . interface optimize1 { param1_t optimize_param1(in param2_t p); }; interface optimize2 { param2_t optimize_param2(in param1_t p); }; collection optimize1 { provides optimize1 p1; }; collection optimize2 { provides optimize2 p2; }; component Master { uses optimize1 p1; uses optimize2 p2; }; 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Software component models are becoming the dominant model to develop distributed applications. However, existing component models do not provide any abstraction for developing applications using the Master-Worker paradigm while it is a widely used paradigm in grid applications.
This paper studies the introduction of a redefined concept of collection and of ADL transformation to provide a component model with a higher level of abstraction to specify a MasterWorker application. The proposed model has several advantages captured from those provided by classical Client-Server environments like Global Computing systems or Network Enabled Server environments. To submit multiple and independent requests, a user has only to develop the functional codes of a Master and a Worker components. He/She can then compose its application by connecting components and collections. Request delivery concerns and workers instantiation are at this stage transparent for the application designer. The choice of a request delivery policy and the number of workers become adaptable to the actual deployment environment. The generic component model has been projected on CCM and FRACTAL. A prototype implementation has shown the feasibility of the approach.
While the presented model introduced the collection concept, the associated dynamic aspect is yet to be studied. In particular, we plan to study its integration with dynamic adaptation frameworks.
